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Abstract:
Yangtze University is a comprehensive university, and its petroleum major has a high
status in the whole of China.In recent years, the Petroleum School of Yangtze
University has more and more frequent foreign exchanges, and English is mostly used
in foreign exchanges. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the accuracy of English
terms and the efficiency of Chinese-English translation.The growing prosperity of
import and export trade and the demand for translation has witnessed a huge
increasing. The translation efficiency and quality put forward higher threshold,
therefore the need for uniformity and accuracy of terminology translation [1] is of
particular significance. At present, most petroleum enterprises use machine translation
directly, but due to the lack of professional translation software for petroleum terms
and the translation memory database, it is difficult to achieve the consistency in the
overall content, style and terms of translation [3]. The purpose of this paper is to study
the effects of the use of oil-related corpus and translation memory on the efficiency of
translation, the reduction of repeated work, the demand of the market and the
Times.At the same time, this paper is committed to serving the academic research and
foreign exchange and cooperation related to the petroleum field of Yangtze University,
and improve the accuracy and authority of the translation of Jianghan Oilfield and
other oil fields in the foreign cooperation to a certain extent, which has a certain
academic value and practical value. This paper takes the computer aided translation
software Trados as the carrier [5] to improve the accuracy and efficiency of petroleum
translation by importing the terms collected and the translation memory database.
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1. Introduction
Machine translation is playing an increasingly important role in today’s world, but

machine translation inevitably has fatal disadvantages.How to improve the accuracy
of machine translation is a question worth thinking about [12]. The foreign exchanges
of China's petroleum enterprises are more and more frequent, and China's import and
export trade is increasingly prosperous. With the rapid growth of the demand for
translation market, higher requirements have been put forward for the efficiency and
quality of translation. Therefore, the accuracy and uniformity of the translation of
relevant terms in the petroleum field need to be regulated. Efficient and accurate
translation of petroleum terms is conducive to promoting the cooperation among the
world's petroleum enterprises and realizing the effective allocation of global
petroleum resources.
The construction of memory bank has the following functions: (a) It can realize the

storage of translation resources of petroleum,so as to realize the sharing of translation
resources among enterprises; (b) Liberate the translator from the tedious and repetitive
work [11], and improve the efficiency and quality of translation; (c) To complete the
translation of scientific and technological literature and related materials with the
fastest speed and the best quality [8], so as to realize the standardization and
efficiency of petroleum translation.
In order to improve the accuracy and speed of translation, the author used a

computer aided translation software called Trados and created a term database and
translation memory database on it.It is a daunting task to create a corpus and a
translation memory bank. It took the author more than two months to collect more
than 60,000 pieces of petroleum terms and create the memory bank.
In continuous practice,the translation memory database has been improving.In the

process of creating a glossary, the accuracy and rigor of terms are very important, and
post-translation editing is also an important part after translation [9]. The ultimate
purpose of the translation memory bank is to serve the practice. The author will apply
the translation memory bank to the foreign exchanges of Yangtze University and
related enterprises in Jingzhou. At present, due to various constraints, there are still
many things out of my reach.The author will strengthen the research on computer-
aided translation and make the outcome available to more people.

2. Computer Aided Translation and Trados
Computer-aided translation technology has a relatively short history in China.In

foreign countries, related research began in the 1980s. When it was first
developed,due to the constraints of algorithms and other conditions, it can only
provide a certain degree of understanding and reference for the translator, but can not
produce a reasonable, smooth and ideal translation [3]. With the development of
artificial intelligence, big data and other technologies, CAT technology has made
continuous progress and achieved great achievements in recent years. Various
translation websites and software based on CAT technology have greatly reduced the
labor intensity and difficulty of traditional translation work.At the same time, with the
development of computer storage function, cloud computing and big data, the
capacity and content richness of translation memory database will be greatly
improved. At that time, CAT technology will have a real development boom, and it
will be possible to replace human translation completely.
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Trados, a typical computer-aided translation software, has more than 200,000
customers worldwide.90% of the global top 500 companies are using Trados for daily
localized translation work.Because it is based on the principle of translation memory,
trados is currently the world's best professional translation software,which has
become a professional tool in the field of translation standards, its background is a
very powerful neural network database and information security guarantee system.
Trados also has perfect auxiliary functions, such as time, metrics and form, automatic
replacement fixed format, and can help customers to greatly improve their work
efficiency.

Figure 1. The working interface of Trados.

As can be seen from the picture, Trados has three working areas, among which the
upper left is the translation memory area.The top right is the term matching section,
and the bottom is the section for processing the translated text. As for the concept and
function of each area, which will be introduced later.

3. Petroleum English Terminology Corpus and Translation Memory
Bank

In Trados, users can create their own corpus and import the collected terms into the
corpus.In every text translation, users can import their own corpus, which can
effectively avoid the problem of inaccurate professional terms in simple machine
translation.
At present, more than 60,000 petroleum terms have been collected, covering 40

fields related to oil. The collected terms are imported into Trados and carried out
translation practice and application research. The terms collected are from
authoritative websites in related fields at home and abroad. Petrowiki.com provides
me with a wealth of petroleum jargon and detailed explanations, and Rigzone.com
keeps me up to date with the latest industry news. The terms of petroleum industry
can be easily searched on the Internet, but the terms and vocabularies in the petroleum
industry standard cover the upper, middle and lower reaches of the petroleum industry,
including exploration, development, refining, storage and transportation and other
professional categories.At present, there is no independent terminology standard for
50% of the petroleum sector. Terms are scattered among various standards, which is
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difficult to query and is prone to the phenomenon of repeated definitions of
terms.Taking offshore petroleum engineering as an example, there is no term standard,
but all terms in the standard reached 1,171. Because these terms are scattered in
various standards, it is difficult to reach the consistency, and it is easy to repeat the
definition of the same term, so the boundary between terms becomes blurred. For this
reason, a month has been spent to collect relevant terms of petroleum, and carefully
revised the collected terms to ensure the accuracy and rigor so as to facilitate later
translation practice.

Figure 2. A screenshot of the terms the author collected.

Translation memorization is a computer aided translation technique to avoid
repeated translation and improve translation efficiency [4].
Specifically, The translation memory bank can dynamically store the sentences

translated by the translator [11]. In the next translation, if the sentence with a high
repetition rate is encountered,the translation memory will automatically prompt for
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previously translated sentences. Translator may use a previously translated sentence in
part or in whole, depending on the degree of similarity.
Then, the translated text is guided to the translation work platform. Based on

different software, sometimes it is necessary to deal with terms extraction, file format
conversion and other work in advance, and then start the translation.Terms can be
generated manually or automatically during translation, which can be used to refer to
the memory bank, or the relevant glossary can be imported before the translation
project, and the translation can be exported and generated in the corresponding
format.At present, most of the translation software commonly used in the market
belong to the category of machine translation. Due to the complexity of language
grammar, semantics and style, the accuracy and practicability of its translation is far
from human translation.In this case, computer-aided translation makes use of the
memory function to reuse the translated resources, so that the translator can avoid
translating repeated information, thus improving the efficiency and the quality of the
translation.
In a word, translation memory bank plays an increasingly role in translation and has

become a trend of translation.

Figure 3. The sources of petroleum terms.

3.1. The Importance of Post-Translation Editing
In recent years, due to the development of software technology and the emergence

of new algorithms, machine translation technology has made great progress [1].
Computer-aided translation has been recognized by both the translation industry and
clients as an important part of an efficient translation process. However, the quality of
a machine translation is far from comparable to that of a human translation. Post-
translation editing can effectively achieve the balance between translation and
efficiency and give full play to the advantages of human-computer interaction.
Translation errors in machine translation mainly come from logic and structural

errors of complex sentence patterns, such as ellipsis, reference, syntactic structure
conversion errors, and wrong forms.Specifically, a high quality post-translation editor
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needs to pay attention to whether the translation contains errors in semantics,
grammar, pragmatics, terminology, spelling, punctuation, symbols, numbers, format,
addition, omission, ambiguity, consistency, cultural conflict, and so on.
Trados can handle post-translation editing efficiently.After each translation, one can

modify the translated paper to make the translated text more accurate. This process of
modifying the translated text is called post-translation editing. Trados can import the
modified text into the translation memory database, which can reduce the workload of
translation and improve the efficiency when translating similar text next time.

3.2. The Establishment of Corpus and TM Bank
How do you create a corpus?Firstly, create a blank term database on Trados, import

all the collected terms into the corpus, and finally name the corpus.
Then the alignment of the corpus is carried out.Other computer-aided translation

software, such as the snowman CAT, also has the alignment function, but also
requires a series of formats to be converted into usable TXT text. To avoid such a
series of operations, the current online corpus big data and intelligent translation
platform can provide faster operations. For example, the intelligent alignment
algorithm—WinAlign which is a built-in function of Trados can quickly and
automatically align the original text with the translation, automatically identify the
complex sentence correspondence relationship, and greatly improve the efficiency and
accuracy of alignment.The interface of adjusting alignment is intuitive and easy to
operate. Users can easily preview the alignment corpus online. The platform supports
the import of 36 mainstream formats such as DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, PDF and TXT,
and can directly export four formats such as TMX, XLSX, TXT and DOCX. With the
preparatory work done, the glossary is ready to be put into use.
The establishment of translation memory bank is similar to that of corpus, so it will

not be explained in detail here. It is worth mentioning that the retrieval and matching
of the translation memory bank can help the translator to match the previously
translated texts before translation, so as to find the same or similar sentence patterns
in these texts for reference [4]. The outstanding advantage of the translation memory
bank is that it can increase efficiency and reduce repetitive work.

4. Current Progress and Existing Problems
At present, the author has used the corpus and translation memory database to

translate more than 200 petroleum literatures. Meanwhile, the author constantly
expanding the capacity of the corpus to make the scope of the corpus larger. At
present, the research results are still in the early stage, and some relatively simple
translation experiments are carried out with satisfactory results.With the continuous
development of corpus and translation memory database, translation will be involved
in a wider range of fields. Recently,the author has been using the corpus and memory
bank to translate the petroleum literature of Yangtze University,and achieved good
fruition.Computer aided translation saves a lot of time and improves the efficiency of
translation.The complex literature has not been covered at present, and will be as the
research progresses.
There are still some challenges. Even though the author found 60,000 petroleum

terms, the number and scope of terms collected so far is relatively small. The
collection of terms, the creation of corpus and translation memory database, and the
practical application of Trados were all completed by the author himself.Due to
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limited time and energy, there are still many inadequacies in this study that need to be
adjusted and improved gradually.

5. Future Goals
The author will enhance terminology collection and collect terminology from

multiple sources.Checking the collected terms to make sure they are correct.
To strengthen post-translation editing,the author need to have a positive attitude to

understand and agree with the translation methods of machine translation output,
figure out the basic principles of machine translation, straighten out the error types of
machine translation, and get familiar with the projects, fields and terms involved, as
well as the translation environment [12]. Through constant practice, you will improve
your ability to read quickly, to identify major machine translation errors that affect the
reader's understanding, and to modify translations that are contrary to the original
author's intent [2].
According to the quality objectives and personnel skills, the post-translation editing

workload should be reasonably set. Post-translation editing of machine translation is a
professional profession. With the rapid increase of translation market demand, the
shortening of translation delivery time and the continuous progress of translation
technology, post-translation editing of machine translation will play an increasingly
important role in the practice of language service.In order to give full play to the high
efficiency of machine translation, the high quality of human translation and provide
more professional language services [11], the combination of machine translation,
human translation post editing and translation project management will be the trend of
translation development in the future.To this end, while learning professional
knowledge,the author also need to understand the knowledge of post-translation
editors to create a rigorous translation memory database.
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